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Colleagues – I suspect that news from America, has not escaped your notice but just in case it
has, the judgement and a UK press clipping attached.  Cargill and others given 8 weeks to agree a
clean-up plan with the state regulators. Demonstrable corporate knowledge of environmental
impact going back to the 1980s.
 
Tyson, others, lose Oklahoma lawsuit over poultry pollution | The Independent
 
As you would expect, this is featuring significantly, in emails from concerned residents to elected
members at the moment.  Members rightly very concerned.  Cllr 

 being kept up to

speed.
 
Although a different jurisprudence, turning on potentially different facts under different case
law, yet to be tested in UK courts, I suspect, it’s something that will create quite a lot of
questions in the coming months.
 
The Cabinet Commission is meeting 

 behind closed doors on the 15th to discuss the

new Avara action plan and our key lines of enquiry will extend to this. 
 
Can you keep me posted is anything emerges in your worlds please?
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